
Tours to Cairo from Port Said Visit Best of 
Cairo 
Your private EMO TOURS EGYPT guide will be waiting inside the Port Said with a sign showing your 
name. Travel to Cairo to start your Full Day Tour Visiting Giza Pyramids where you visit the Great 
Pyramid one of the Seven Wonders of the ancient world. You will be glad you took the day to travel from 
Alexandria as you feast your eyes on the Great Pyramid of Cheops, the middle pyramids of Chephren and 
the little one of Mykerinos as well as the mysterious Sphinx the Father of Terror for the ancient pharaohs. 
(2hrs Time Spent) 

Lunch Break included at deluxe local Restaurant (1hr time Spent) 

Then then visit Sakkara and the step pyramid of Sakkara firs trial to make pyramid in the history, it is 
considered evolution of the Pyramid from the simple Mastaba to the Pyramid in its known form. (1, 30 hrs. 
Time Spent) 

Then visit the ancient capital of Egypt Memphis City where you can see Colossal Statue of Ramses II and 
the great Alabaster Sphinx.(40 Minutes) 

Finally, you will be escorted back to either Port Said or Alexandria Port,  

Your day trip from Port Said with Emo Tours Egypt has been designed to help you enjoy the maximum 
amount of Egypt, with the least amount of time. 

If you want anything else added to your trip, please let us know. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Visit Best of Cairo 

 Visit Giza Pyramids & Sphinx 

 Visit the ancient Capital of Egypt Memphis 

 Visit Sakkara Pyramid 

 Hassle free 

 Private Guided Tour 

  All Transfers From Port to Port 

 All your tours and excursions are with A/C Van 

 The service of meet and assist at all your destinations 

 Multilingual expert Egyptologist guide 

 All your visits include entrance fees 

 Our prices include all taxes and services 

 Free Felucca Ride On the Nile (if Time Permit) 

 Lunch at super deluxe restaurant 

 Snacks Bag For Each Person Includes (Bottle of Water, Can Of Pepsi , Chips & Sweet Chocolate Cake) 

 

 Entry Visa for Egypt 

 Personal items 

 Tipping 

 Any other items not mentioned 

 Any Optional tours 


